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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished in negative territory yesterday, as an emergency interest rate cut by the 

Bank of England (BoE) and a stimulus package revealed by the UK government failed to lift 

the investor sentiment. G4S tanked 22.6%, after the company swung to an annual loss, due 

to an impairment cost related to its cash business. Cineworld Group plunged 7.9%, after a 

leading broker lowered its target price on the stock to 200.0p from 300.0p and downgraded 

its rating to ‘Outperform’ from ‘Top Pick’. IMI dropped 2.7%, after a top broker lowered its 

target price on the stock to 815.0p from 985.0p. On the contrary, Balfour Beatty skyrocketed 

19.8%, following a jump in its revenue and operating profit for 2019. Quilter advanced 4.4%, 

after the company’s annual underlying profit came in above market expectations. The FTSE 

100 declined 1.4%, to close at 5,876.5, while the FTSE 250 fell 1.2%, to end at 17,339.2.   

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed significantly lower yesterday, after the World Health Organization 

declared the outbreak of COVID-19 a global pandemic. Korn Ferry plummeted 12.0%, after 

the company warned that its fourth quarter performance will be impacted due to coronavirus 

outbreak. Express plunged 7.3%, after the apparel retailer reported a larger than expected 

drop in its comparable-store sales for the fourth quarter. Bank of America tumbled 4.0%, 

following reports that the company’s Chief Technology Officer, Howard Boville, has resigned. 

Apple declined 3.5%, after a leading broker lowered its target price on the stock to $320.0 

from $350.0. PepsiCo dropped 3.3%, following an agreement to buy energy drink maker, 

Rockstar Energy, for $3.9 billion. On the flipside, Cloudera rose 0.5%, after the company’s 

fourth quarter revenue and earnings topped market expectations. The S&P 500 slipped 4.9%, 

to settle at 2,741.4. The DJIA fell 5.9%, to settle at 23,553.2, while the NASDAQ shed 4.7%, 

to close at 7,952.1.   

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished lower yesterday, weighed down by losses in banking and 

automobile sector stocks. Adidas plunged 13.9%, after the company’s fourth quarter sales 

and operating profit missed market expectations and it forecasted a drop in its first quarter 

sales and operating profit in greater China. Puma plummeted 9.8%, after it warned that its 

annual revenue and earnings performance will be impacted due to Covid-19 outbreak. 

LANXESS declined 5.5%, after the company swung to a net loss in the fourth quarter. On the 

flipside, K+S surged 9.4%. The German miner posted lower than anticipated profit in the 

fourth quarter and lowered its 2020 earnings outlook. Axel Springer rose 0.1%. The company 

reported a drop in its net income for 2019. The FTSEurofirst 300 index slipped 0.7%, to settle 

at 1,300.8. The German DAX Xetra fell 0.4%, to settle at 10,438.7, while the French CAC-40 

shed 0.6%, to close at 4,610.3.  

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading sharply lower this morning. In Japan, Takeda Pharmaceutical, IHI 

and Ricoh have plunged 7.5%, 7.6% and 8.0%, respectively. Moreover, Z Holdings, Mizuho 

Financial Group and SoftBank Group have declined 2.2%, 3.6% and 4.6%, respectively. In 

Hong Kong, Bank of China, CLP Holdings and China Mengniu Dairy have dropped 2.0%, 

2.5% and 3.6%, respectively. Moreover, WH Group, AAC Technologies Holdings and 

CNOOC have tumbled 6.3%, 6.8% and 7.6%, respectively. In South Korea, Coway, Korea 

Zinc and Celltrion have fallen 0.3%, 1.2% and 1.4%, respectively. Moreover, Hyundai Steel, 

Hana Financial Group and Lotte Shopping have slumped 6.1%, 7.0% and 7.1%, respectively. 

The Nikkei 225 index is trading 4.9% lower at 18,462.4. The Hang Seng index is trading 3.8% 

down at 24,269.1, while the Kospi index is trading 4.1% lower at 1,829.1. 
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

 Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

 Computacenter Plc Final GBP 0.90                          5,122.00                                  

 Cineworld Group Plc Final USD 0.28                          4,459.50                                  

 Go-Ahead Group Plc/The Interim GBP 1.67                          3,558.14                                  

 Just Group Plc Final GBP 0.13                          2,434.00                                  

 Keller Group Final GBP 0.89                          2,298.80                                  

 Savills Plc Final GBP 0.76                          1,933.25                                  

 Tullow Oil Plc Final USD 0.16                          1,822.59                                  

 Galliford Try Holdings Plc Interim GBP (0.07)                        1,292.67                                  

 Bodycote Plc Final GBP 0.52                          732.31                                     

 Equiniti Group Plc Final GBP 0.18                          561.33                                     

 Marshalls Plc Final GBP 0.29                          546.20                                     

 Intu Properties Plc Final GBP 0.10                          483.33                                     

 Helios Towers Plc Final USD (0.03)                        387.00                                     

 Arrow Global Group Plc Final GBP 0.33                          365.71                                     

 Trainline Plc Final GBP 0.06                          260.80                                     

 TransGlobe Energy Corp Final USD 0.16                          150.00                                     

 Secure Income REIT Plc Final GBP 0.15                          120.00                                     

 Brooks Macdonald Group Plc Interim GBP 1.39                          113.60                                     

 Alfa Financial Software Holdings Plc Final GBP 0.03                          63.00                                        

 Sigma Capital Group Plc Final GBP 0.13                          15.50                                        

 Valeura Energy Inc NPV Final CAD (0.04)                        11.20                                        

 Surgical Innovations Group Plc Final GBP 0.00                          10.60                                        

 Jarvis Securities Plc Final GBP 0.34                          10.30                                        

 Witan Investment Trust Plc Final GBP - -

 RIT Capital Partners Plc/Fund Final GBP - -

 Oakley Capital Investments Ltd Final GBP - -

 Bluebird Merchant Ventures Ltd Interim USD - -

 Thor Mining Plc Interim GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Brent crude oil one-month futures contract is trading 4.11% or $1.47 lower at $34.32 per barrel. Yesterday, the 

contract declined 3.84% or $1.43, to settle at $35.79 per barrel, after Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates announced plans to 

boost oil production capacity. Moreover, the Energy Information Administration reported that the US crude oil inventories advanced by 

7.7 million barrels in the week ended 6 March 2020. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 0.39% or $6.40 lower at $1635.90 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract declined 

1.08% or $18.00, to settle at $1642.30 per ounce.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, BTC is trading 3.70% lower against the USD 

at $7572.46. Yesterday, BTC declined 1.70% against the USD to 

close at $7863.13. In major news, Paradigm Labs, a 

decentralized finance initiative supported by Polychain Capital, 

Dragonfly Capital, and Chapter One Ventures, has agreed to 

shut down its operations. In a key development, NEM has joined 

hands with Israeli-Lithuanian telecom startup, FIX Network, to 

improve security and data protection for cell phone users and to 

solve the issue of SIM swapping.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.21% higher against the USD at $1.1294, ahead of the Euro-zone industrial production data 

for January, along with the European Central Bank's (ECB) interest rate decision, due in a few hours. Yesterday, the EUR weakened 

0.10% versus the USD, to close at $1.1270, after the ECB President Christine Lagarde warned that the region could face a financial 

crisis similar to the global crisis of 2008, unless leaders act urgently on the coronavirus. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, the GBP is trading marginally higher against the USD at $1.2822. Yesterday, the GBP weakened 0.70% versus 

the USD, to close at $1.2820, after the UK’s industrial production unexpectedly dropped in January, whereas the manufacturing 

production rose as expected in the same month. In major news, the BoE unexpectedly lowered its bank rate by 50 basis points from 

0.75% to 0.25%, unanimously and warned that the coronavirus would bring a “sharp and large shock” to Britain’s economy.  
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

BoE cuts its key interest rate to combat coronavirus impact 

The BoE, in its interest rate decision, in a surprise move, lowered its key interest rate by 50 basis points from 0.75% to 0.25%, unanimously 

and warned that the coronavirus would bring a “sharp and large shock” to Britain’s economy. Meanwhile, the bank announced a new term-

funding scheme to support small and medium-sized companies. Additionally, the BoE Governor, Mark Carney, indicated that the central 

bank is ready to take additional measures to combat the economic impact of the coronavirus outbreak. 

UK GDP remained steady in January 

In the UK, gross domestic product (GDP) remained steady at 0.00% on a MoM basis in January, less than market expectations for an 

advance of 0.20%. In the prior month, GDP had advanced 0.30%. 

UK industrial production unexpectedly dropped in January 

In the UK, industrial production registered a drop of 0.10% on a MoM basis in January, lower than market expectations for an advance of 

0.30%. In the prior month, industrial production had advanced 0.10%. 

UK manufacturing production rose as expected in January 

In the UK, manufacturing production rose 0.20% on a MoM basis in January, at par with market expectations for an advance of 0.20%. 

Manufacturing production had recorded a rise of 0.30% in the previous month. 

US CPI rose in February 

In the US, the consumer price index (CPI) climbed 0.10% on a MoM basis in February. In the previous month, the CPI had risen 0.10%.  

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Automobiles & Parts 3160.08 141.22 4.7% -37.0% -51.8%

Fixed Line Telecommunications 1491.59 31.06 2.1% -20.6% -40.5%

Banks 2815.58 21.40 0.8% -23.8% -25.9%

Nonlife Insurance 2849.47 15.66 0.6% -14.2% -9.7%

Industrial Transportation 1803.90 4.83 0.3% -18.5% -19.2%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Oil Equipment & Services 5001.73 -255.05 -4.9% -38.1% -54.7%

Travel & Leisure 7089.10 -303.61 -4.1% -31.4% -20.5%

Mobile Telecommunications 2658.11 -100.17 -3.6% -23.2% -14.8%

Food & Drug Retailers 3728.59 -121.02 -3.1% -9.0% -1.7%

General Industrials 4894.32 -154.97 -3.1% -24.9% -11.4%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Prudential to spin off U.S. business 

Jackson after attack by Third Point: 

Prudential’s Chief Executive has mounted a 

defence of the insurer’s strategy in the face 

of an activist investor attack and confirmed 

plans for a partial listing of Jackson, its 

American business. 

Puma and Adidas take a nasty fall: The 

sportswear makers Adidas and Puma have 

warned of a major slide in sales in China as 

a result of the coronavirus and said that the 

impact had already spread to other 

markets. 

Saudi Aramco escalates oil price war 

with production rise: Saudi Arabia has 

ordered its state oil giant to boost 

production capacity by a million barrels per 

day as it escalates its price war against 

Russia and America. 

Google urges all staff to stay at home: 

Alphabet, the owner of Google, has advised 

almost all of its 100,000 workers across 11 

offices in the United States and Canada to 

work from home and then extended that to 

Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 

Pint down pub is still something to 

savour: Hotel and restaurant bookings may 

have taken a battering but going for a pint 

down the local is proving a little more 

resilient for at least one company. 

Peer-to-peer lending superheroes flew to 

rescue after crash but fell flat on their 

faces: In the aftermath of the financial 

crash a new breed of entrepreneur 

emerged. They were ambitious, tech savvy 

and determined not to let a good crisis go to 

waste. 

Quilter fishes out small fry by offering 

5% premium: A FTSE 250 wealth 

management group is taking the unusual 

step of offering incentives to weed out its 

army of small shareholders. 

Gatemore Capital Management sees 

Sensyne on the road to recovery: An 

activist investor has built a stake in 

Sensyne Health, the struggling healthcare 

company founded by Lord Drayson, the 

former Science Minister. 

Collapse of deal for estate agent blamed 

on Covid-19: The country’s biggest estate 

agent is looking for a new buyer for its 

commercial property business after the 

investor who agreed to pay £38 million 

failed to come up with the cash, blaming the 

impact of coronavirus on senior staff. 

Dignity warns over possible price 

controls: One of the country’s biggest 

funeral providers says that the prospect of 

price controls could hit its business. 

Costain seeks £100 million to prop up 

foundations: The construction group 

Costain plans to issue £100 million of new 

shares to shore up its balance sheet, 

saying that having a strong balance sheet 

was “increasingly important” to clients. 

Doorstep lender Morses hit by poor 

collections: Morses Club, which lends to 

people with poor credit history, says that 

annual profits will be hit by weak doorstep 

collections and problems with its new digital 

business. 

Peter Rabbit delay lands Cineworld in a 

real stew: Cineworld’s nightmare run 

continued after the cinema chain was 

downgraded by one of its biggest fans and 

the launch of another big-name film was 

delayed. Shares in Cineworld, which runs 

nearly 800 movie theatres in ten countries, 

have more than halved since the beginning 

of the year and they fell another 7¾p, or 

7.9%, to close at 88½p. 

The Independent 

Government abolishes business rates 

for thousands of shops, restaurants and 

music venues: The Government has 

temporarily abolished business rates for 

thousands of small firms as part of 

emergency measures to deal with the 

economic fallout from the coronavirus. 

French Connection CEO blames loss on 

coronavirus uncertainty amid high street 

turmoil: French Connection slid to a loss 

last year as the gloom on U.K. high streets 

took its toll. 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Daily Telegraph (Comment): “Buy” Hill & Smith on weakness. 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): Persimmon looks like one of the soundest bets; Standard Life Aberdeen’s shares are close to record 

lows and offer a yield of 8.9%. 

• Financial Times: PepsiCo is buying Rockstar Energy Beverages for $3.85 billion, in a bid to boost its presence in the fast-growing ener-

gy drinks category. 

• The Times: Prudential’s Chief Executive has confirmed plans for a partial listing of Jackson, its American business. 

• The Times: Quilter is offering to buy out holders of fewer than 100 shares at a 5% premium to the market price in a process known as 

an “odd-lot offer”. 

• The Times: Coast Capital, the investment group with a 10% stake in First Group, has succeeded in pushing the transport company into 

selling its north American bus division. 

• The Times: An activist investor, Gatemore Capital Management, has built a stake in Sensyne Health, the struggling healthcare compa-

ny founded by Lord Drayson, the former Science Minister. 

• The Times: The construction group Costain plans to issue £100 million of new shares to shore up its balance sheet. 

• Financial Times: EU regulators are asking independent opticians across the continent if they have concerns Ray-Ban maker EssilorLux-

ottica’s €7.1 billion acquisition of GrandVision. 

Click here to open an account 
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Financial Times 

BHP loses appeal over landmark 

Australia tax ruling: Australia’s High Court 

has dismissed an appeal by BHP over an 

$87 million tax bill related to the mining 

company’s use of a controversial marketing 

hub in Singapore to reduce its tax bill. 

To Read More Click Here 

Green boost as £800 million pledged for 

carbon capture projects: The government 

is to spend at least £800 million on carbon 

capture and storage projects, handing a big 

boost to the U.K.’s industrial and energy 

sector by granting one of its key lobbying 

demands. 

To Read More Click Here 

Mexico eyes production cut at Pemex as 

oil price crashes: Mexico has held the 

door open to cutting production at state 

energy group Pemex after oil prices 

crashed this week in what would be a major 

policy U-turn for the government of Andrés 

Manuel López Obrador, which has made 

boosting the company’s declining output a 

core objective. 

To Read More Click Here 

Overseas homes buyers face 2% stamp 

duty surcharge: A stamp duty land tax 

surcharge of 2% is to be brought in on non-

U.K. residents, setting up a likely surge in 

property purchases as overseas buyers 

look to beat its introduction in April 2021. 

To Read More Click Here 

Hedge fund Solus to close flagship 

investment vehicle: Solus Alternative 

Asset Management, one of the best-known 

specialists in distressed investments, is 

closing its flagship fund after suffering a 

combination of heavy redemptions and poor 

performance. 

To Read More Click Here 

Natixis shares drop after H2O warns of 

large asset management losses: Natixis 

shares dropped sharply, making the French 

lender the worst-performing European bank 

as large losses at one of its asset 

management units alarmed investors. 

To Read More Click Here 

Money laundering campaigners hail 

£100 million ‘economic crime’ levy: A 

£100 million levy on companies to combat 

money laundering has been backed by 

campaigners concerned Britain is falling 

behind in the fight against illicit financing. 

To Read More Click Here 

HSBC appoints new China Head in latest 

Executive reshuffle: HSBC has appointed 

a new Head of its China operations, 

marking the latest top personnel change in 

the country following a row with Beijing and 

the departure of its greater China head. 

To Read More Click Here 

Swedbank probe uncovers $4.80 million 

of suspicious activity: Swedbank’s 

investigation into money laundering has 

found 586 transactions totalling $4.80 

million that could have broken U.S. 

sanctions, a potential trigger for American 

fines. 

To Read More Click Here 

Prudential to float minority stake in U.S. 

business: Prudential is to float a minority 

stake in its U.S. business, Jackson, as it 

responds to pressure from activist investor 

Third Point for a full break-up. 

To Read More Click Here 

Electric car subsidies extended in £1.30 

billion green vehicles drive: The U.K. 

government unveiled a £1.30 billion effort to 

clean up Britain’s cars in its Budget with 

more subsidies for electric vehicle buyers 

and a boost for charging stations, as well as 

funds to curb inner-city pollution. 

To Read More Click Here 

Fiat Chrysler warns it may shut some 

Italian factories because of coronavirus: 

Fiat Chrysler has warned it may shut some 

of its Italian car factories as it implements a 

set of extraordinary measures to try to 

prevent the spread of coronavirus in its 

home market. 

To Read More Click Here 

Boeing moves to preserve cash and 

draws down $13.80 billion loan: Boeing 

lost close to a fifth of its market value as the 

aircraft manufacturer took measures to 

preserve cash in the face of a coronavirus 

pandemic that has caused turmoil in the 

aviation industry and threatens to further 

weaken its balance sheet. 

To Read More Click Here 

Coronavirus poses threat to China’s 

electric vehicle goals: Two months ago, 

the Head of Chinese electric vehicle start-

up Xpeng was feeling upbeat about China’s 

progress in switching away from fuel-

burning cars. 

To Read More Click Here 

PepsiCo to buy energy drink maker 

Rockstar for $3.85 billion: PepsiCo is 

seeking to boost its presence in the fast-

growing energy drinks category, 

announcing it will buy Rockstar Energy 

Beverages for $3.85 billion. 

To Read More Click Here 

Adidas shares drop as it warns of €1 

billion coronavirus hit to sales: Adidas 

shares dropped after the world’s second-

largest sportswear maker warned a sales 

collapse in Asia will wipe up to €1.1 billion 

from revenues and €550 million from 

operating profit in the first quarter, as it is hit 

hard by the coronavirus outbreak. 

To Read More Click Here 

HSBC warns of potential disruption to 

AGM from coronavirus: HSBC has 

become the first British company to warn 

investors about the potential impact of the 

coronavirus outbreak on its annual meeting 

this year, with other listed groups looking at 

options if the government clamps down on 

mass gatherings. 

To Read More Click Here 

AR headset pioneer Magic Leap 

considers sale: Magic Leap, an early 

pioneer of augmented-reality headsets, is 

considering a sale after having held talks 

with several potential buyers, said people 

briefed about the matter. 

To Read More Click Here 

5G is safe, says international watchdog: 

There is no evidence that 5G mobile 

networks pose a threat to human health, an 

independent international standards body 

said after seven years of examining the 

scientific evidence. 

To Read More Click Here 

FirstGroup launches formal sale of 

North American businesses: U.K. 

transport company FirstGroup has formally 

put its North American businesses up for 

sale after coming under pressure from a 

major activist shareholder. 

To Read More Click Here 
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Lex:  

Pepsi/Rockstar: an acquired taste: 

Energy drinks are an increasingly crowded 

space, but this looks like a well-timed tie-

up. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.K. Budget: the talented Mr Sunak: Plan 

to help virus-hit economy surpasses what 

Labour came up with after financial crisis. 

To Read More Click Here 

Balfour Beatty: a constructive attitude: 

Should the U.K. deliver its promises, 

infrastructure contractors will be in for a 

bonanza.  

To Read More Click Here 

Prudential/U.S. IPO: Jackson out to 

pasture: Breaking up the U.K. listed insurer 

will take years and shareholders are likely 

to be left with crumbs.  

To Read More Click Here 

Best of Lex Midweek: Britain v 

coronavirus, spray, pay and pray: 

Officials have switched to crisis mode, but 

some glory projects have questionable 

economic logic.  

To Read More Click Here 

Coronavirus/airlines: cancellations 

outweigh cheap fuel: Calculations suggest 

kerosene costs compensate for lower ticket 

sales only if few trips are cancelled.  

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

An ebbing tide exposes a rising number 

of corporate bloopers: Sloppy 

housekeeping, soaring debt and spendthrift 

ways were easier to ignore in a stronger 

market. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

HSBC adds more millionaire bankers: 

HSBC has added more millionaire bankers 

to its ranks despite embarking on a major 

cost-cutting drive, a move likely to anger 

the thousands of staff facing job cuts. 

Balfour Beatty hoards cash as it braces 

for coronavirus: Balfour Beatty has 

shelved a £200 million share buyback as 

the construction giant braces for the impact 

of the coronavirus outbreak. 

The Questor Column: 

Questor: a good ‘safe haven’ as the 

storm rages – buy Hill & Smith if the 

price weakens: Prices of London-listed 

stocks may have collapsed in recent days 

but not every professional investor is 

rushing to buy. Instead, some are being 

very selective about what they add to their 

portfolios, even at what appear to be knock-

down prices, because they say it’s 

impossible to judge the impact of the 

coronavirus crisis on many companies. “I 

don’t expect a rapid ‘V-shaped’ recovery 

from this,” said Stuart Widdowson, who 

runs the Odyssean investment trust. “It’s 

true that many Chinese factories have gone 

back to work so there may not be a shock 

to the supply of goods from there, but in the 

West there is the possibility of a double 

shock to both supply and demand as 

people stay away from work and stop 

spending.” However, Mr Widdowson is still 

on the lookout for opportunities and said 

one stock that had sparked his interest was 

Hill & Smith, which supplies certain 

infrastructure markets. “There is a big 

opportunity in buying up small suppliers in 

what are fragmented sectors and making 

them more efficient. Margins in these 

businesses in America are very high.” Hill & 

Smith not only makes galvanised road 

barriers but has a business that rents them 

out while roadworks are in progress. “This 

is a very profitable operation,” the fund 

manager said. “When the Government was 

preparing for Brexit last year and had 

contingency plans to turn the M20 into a 

lorry park, it called Hill & Smith about the 

barriers it would need as it’s probably the 

only British firm that could supply them.” 
Odyssean bought a small stake in the firm 

about two years ago when the shares 

changed hands for about £10 and Mr 

Widdowson said at the current price of 

more than £13 they were only worth 

holding. “But we are watching it closely and 

would be extremely interested in increasing 

our holding if the price were to weaken in a 

further bout of selling,” he added. “The price

-to-earnings ratio is a little above its long-

term average but the quality of the firm’s 

management, the strength of its balance 

sheet and the defensive nature of the 

drivers of its future growth should make it a 

good safe haven.” Questor says, “Buy” on 

weakness.  

Daily Mail 

Security services giant G4S shares hit a 

16-year low after £291 million worth of 

charges plunge it into the red: G4S 

swung to a loss of £91 million in 2019, 

down from a profit of £81 million the year 

before. Its books were rattled by £291 

million of impairment charges, mostly 

relating to its U.K. cash business, as 

several divisions were revalued and are 

thought to be worth less. But it also took a 

hit from a £19 million restructuring charge 

and £38 million in costs for separating out 

the bulk of its cash-handling business. 

Chancellor's £32 billion hit for big 

business as tax cut is cancelled to free 

up cash for the coronavirus fightback: 

Rishi Sunak won praise for a £12 billion 

package to shield the economy from 

coronavirus, including £7 billion of support 

for small firms, the self-employed and the 

vulnerable, and an extra £5 billion for the 

NHS. 

Bankers to face penalties if they attempt 

to use emergency money to hike divis or 

bonuses: The Bank of England said it 

'expects firms not to increase dividends and 

other distributions in response to this policy 

action and will monitor firms' distributions 

against this expectation'. 

First Group shares edge up after 

transport provider announces it is set to 

sell its U.S. school bus operations: The 

Aberdeen-based company effectively put 

the businesses, which carry 6 million 

children daily in 60,000 yellow buses, up for 

sale in December. Shares rose 0.9%, or 

0.9p, higher to 102.2p. 

Barclays' staff in Canary Wharf ordered 

to self-isolate after colleague is 

diagnosed with coronavirus: The 

employee was based on the ninth floor of 

an office that houses most of the company's 

investment bankers and is about five 

minutes away from its headquarters. 

Crackdown on tax avoidance and 

evasion to raise billions for Treasury 

coffers: The Government said new 

measures will recover £4.7 billion in tax by 

2024/25 that would otherwise have been 

lost. It said £4.4 billion would be clawed 

back by giving HMRC more staff and better 

technology. 

Morrisons to cut cost of 500 everyday 

items with reductions averaging 15% on 
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fresh, frozen and household goods: The 

supermarket chain said it is cutting the 

costs to save customers money. It comes 

days after rival Tesco pledged to cut prices 

on hundreds of products to bring it more in 

line with Aldi. 

House prices up as buyers return to the 

market but experts warn recovery could 

stumble: Sales of new homes increased 

for the third successive month. However, 

Rics warned that the return to growth could 

yet stumble, with members worried about 

the impact of the coronavirus. 

Prudential to float stake in its U.S. arm 

as it warns of coronavirus impact on 

sales in Hong Kong and China: The 

FTSE 100 insurer, which demerged its U.K. 

business M&G in October, has been urged 

by Third Point to spin off its U.S. arm and 

focus on fast-growing Asian markets 

instead. 

The Scottish Herald 

AG Barr reiterates commitment to 

Rockstar after PepsiCo reveals plans to 

acquire brand: Scottish soft drinks firm AG 

Barr reiterated that it retains the exclusive 

distribution rights for Rockstar in the U.K., 

Ireland and some European countries after 

PepsiCo’s announcement that it intends to 

the owner of the energy brand. 

Glasgow refrigeration group strengthens 

partnership with the Co-op: A Glasgow 

refrigeration and facilities management 

company has secured two significant new 

contracts from the Co-op. 

The GlenAllachie prepares for global 

growth after HNH secures £30 million 

lending package: Whisky veteran Billy 

Walker’s GlenAllachie Distillery is poised for 

growth after securing a £30 million loan 

from Clydesdale Bank. 

North Sea wins notable vote of 

confidence after oil price plunge: Cairn 

Energy Chief Executive Simon Thomson 

has said the company still expects to 

expand in the North Sea following the 

slump in oil prices as he underlined the 

profitability of its operations in the area. 

Leading firms avoid Law Society event 

over coronavirus threat: When the great 

and the good of the Scottish legal 

profession gathered in Edinburgh for the 

Law Society of Scotland’s annual dinner 

last week, a small number of firms were 

notable by their absence. Lord Carloway, 

Lord President of the Court of Session, was 

one of several senior members of the 

judiciary in attendance, but representatives 

from Brodies and Harper Macleod were not. 

U.K. oil firms ready to cope with tough 

times for sector: North Sea oil and gas 

companies should be better able to cope 

with the challenges posed by oil market 

turmoil because of lessons learned in the 

last downturn a senior industry figure has 

said. 

Standard Life Aberdeen to take 

advantage of market turbulence: The 

Chief Executive of Standard Life Aberdeen 

has warned of turbulent times to come but 

insisted the fund manager will use the 

squalls of disruption across equity markets 

to identify fresh investment opportunities. 

Loch Lomond hotel unveils new look 

and flags investment: Family-owned Duck 

Bay Marina at Loch Lomond has flagged 

plans to refurbish its hotel rooms, after 

finishing the first phase of a renovation 

supported by funding from banking giant 

Barclays.  

Scottish TV firm bullish over outlook 

despite growing virus threat: STV Chief 

Executive Simon Pitts has declared the 

resilience shown by the broadcaster amid 

Brexit uncertainty under his stewardship 

gives it the confidence to believe it can 

overcome the coronavirus threat. 

John Menzies bullish despite COVID-19: 

The global aviation industry has survived 

911, SARS, the credit crunch and the 

Icelandic ash cloud – so can get through 

coronavirus, the Chief Executive of aviation 

services business John Menzies said. 

Energy services firm lands £5.25 million: 

Maritime Developments Limited, the 

Peterhead “back of boat” energy systems 

and services company, has secured £5.25 

million of funding from ThinCats.  

Record year for not-for-profit lender: 

DSL Business Finance has hailed a record 

year in 2019, providing funding of £4.5 

million to small and medium sized 

businesses and social enterprises in 

Scotland, up from £3.1 million in 2018. 

The Scotsman 

Oil giant Equinor confirms coronavirus 

case on North Sea platform: The 

Norwegian firm said that one worker tested 

positive for the virus on its Martin Linge oil 

rig in the Norwegian section of the sea, 

according to Energy Voice. 

Global fintech firm to create jobs after 

selecting Glasgow for Scottish 

operation: GCEX (GC Exchange) will open 

a facility in Glasgow that will help support 

the global growth of the company. 

Burness Paull tops legal dealmaking 

table after transactions worth £31 

billion: The legal partnership advised on 

304 publishable transactions with a 

cumulative value of £31.4 billion in 2019, 

according to rankings revealed by Scottish 

Business Insider. 

Aberdeen group Proserv names ex-

Weatherford director as new Finance 

Chief: Proserv, which last year underwent 

a restructure to create two standalone 

division, Proserv Controls and Gilmore, has 

named Julie Thomson as Chief Financial 

Officer. 

Scots firm Proterra Energy's pioneering 

generator is bringing power and clean 

water to remote parts of world: Engineers 

at Proterra Energy, based in 

Drumnadrochit, have been designing and 

installing small-scale renewables schemes 

in some of the most far-flung and 

picturesque sites in Scotland for the past 

eight years. 

Speyside whisky firm GlenAllachie 

cheers major £30 million funding deal to 

support global growth: The firm has 

secured the asset-based lending package 

from Clydesdale Bank thanks to help from 

the new Scottish arm of Belfast-based 

boutique corporate finance specialist HNH. 

Springfield Properties to build more than 

100 affordable homes within Clyde 

Gateway site: The firm said it had signed 

an agreement totalling £18.2 million with 

West of Scotland Housing Association 

(WSHA) for the development of the 114 

homes in Dalmarnock, Glasgow.   
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CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 
All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 68% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.  
 
Shares Risk Warning  
The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
  
If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these types of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 
  
Disclaimer 
Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.  
Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
Guardian Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This 
report should therefore not be relied on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. Guardian 
Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this 
report becomes inaccurate. 
  
Any report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell. The background of any individual or other 
investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their 
specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Individuals and other investors should note that investing in shares 
carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments 
should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. Guardian Stockbrokers, its independent third party provider and its employees make no 
representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.  

Risk Warning & Disclaimer 
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